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Personal View of Chairperson 

 

From a young age I have always been fascinated by the stock market and I read countless books about how it all works. My 

days revolved around it - at any given time I would have at least 3 demo accounts from 3 different providers… since I was 

only a little human and technically could not open an account. Fast forward to the creation of EasyEquities: I immediately 

fell in love with the low costs and simplicity of using them, which is when I got hooked and started participating on 

mybroadband in the stock watch thread and learned an incredible amount during that time. 

 

In my search to attain more and more knowledge and education along with personal growth, I decided to take on this 

project to act as chair of the Platinum Wealth Investment Club whose main focus is education with the added benefits of 

mutual capital gains, the intention is not to make a billion rand overnight, and I do not have unrealistic expectations about 

this and expect members to understand that and be on the same level regarding the reality of this club. 

 

After reviewing the E-mails and bio’s send to me via the current members pool, it was clear that the vast majority of 

members have one goal and that is to add to their existing retirement fund with a few members who have a disconcerting 

appetite for risk. With that information I concluded that if all members are in agreement up to 30% of the funds money 

will be used for higher risk and geared positions - that way the main focus of this club stays intact. The goal being long-

term sustained growth with minimal pre-matured withdrawals. No withdrawals will be allowed for the first 13 months. My 

reasoning follows below. 

 

After taking a lot of things into consideration it has been decided that the preliminary idea and overview of the club will 

be as follows: 

 The club will accommodate a maximum of 30 members.  

 The club will have an Investment Club bank account with Standard Bank 

 Each member will have to put in a lump sum joining fee 

 Each member will pay R250 per month 

 The club will be use the unit valuation system 

 The investment platform will be EasyEquities 

 

 

The operation of the club will be as follows:  

 The fund will only start after it has 30 registered committed users 

 Each user will then deposit R1000 in the first month. 

 Each member will then pay R250 per month for 12 months. 

 At the end of the 13th month the fund will have R120000 invested this will then be discussed via the group where 

to invest these funds, for the time being I personally feel the fund should be placed into a basket of ETF’s. 

 Club members can withdraw their money at the end of year three during the ETF investment phase if they so wish. 

Through ETFs/ETNs, the Clubs can get exposure to all main sectors of the JSE, other assets such as bonds, currencies, 

offshore investments and commodities. It is possible to build up balanced portfolios at low costs and with complete 

transparency using ETPs. 

 

 



 

 

Important Notice 

 

 

This is a commitment of R250 per month for 13 months and that is it - that is less than a cellphone contract, both in 

terms and in value, however, here you have the benefit of getting more out of it. Do not view this as the only means to 

invest… I do not want to attract members that use this as the only form of investment, you are going to be 

disappointed if that is the case, this club is for individuals who have other retirement plans in order already and have 

an extra R250 a month to invest and forget about it entirely. The benefit of this club will be in your personal portfolio 

as the members in this group will grow with you and you can apply the principles learned in this group to your own 

personal, possibly larger, DIY portfolio. 

 

I want to make this abundantly clear that this fund should not be your only investment. This is a long term, low cost 

club, if you are seriously concerned about losing money in the near-term, you should not be investing in the stock 

market. Leave day trading to the gamblers and mutual fund managers. 

 

Investment clubs especially this one invests for the long term, period. If a club member plans to remove his or her 

money in less than three years, he or she should not be investing in this club. This way, when club stocks go down, 

members are anxious to buy more stock instead of wanting out of the club. 


